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Introducing the New K9-XR Camera
The K9-XR Camera is a high-powered extended range camera system that transmits live video and
audio back to the K9 handler.
The New K9-XR Camera by Tactical Electronics is a high-powered extended range camera capable of transmitting
audio and video up to 450 meters from the canine. Worn on the K9's back, the unit mounts securely to the K9
vest using molle and Velcro attachments.
Unlike other K9 Cameras, the K9-XR displays color and thermal video and transmits in real-time to the K9-XR
Monitor. The camera also features high-intensity visible and IR LEDs, providing vision in extreme low light
environments.
The K9-XR Camera is a high-powered extended range camera system that transmits live video and audio back to
the K9 handler. Easily receive video/audio on the K9-XR Monitor up to 450 meters away from the canine. The
camera mounts to the K9’s vest using molle and Velcro attachments. Two-way audio on the K9-XR Camera

allows handlers to give commands and listen to a canine and/or suspect, utilizing the “Push to Talk” feature.
The K9-XR Camera combines a low-light color camera with high-intensity visible & IR LEDs, providing vision in
extreme low-light environments. The K9-XR Camera also includes a white-hot thermal camera for detecting
hidden heat signatures. Handlers can remotely toggle between the color and thermal cameras by pressing the
view button on the K9-XR Monitor.
The camera arm is spring loaded, allowing canines to maneuver through tight spaces and obstacles. An internal
DVR records audio and video directly to a micro-SD card. K9 handlers can watch live video from the dog’s
perspective while simultaneously recording the video for evidence collection and training purposes. The
foldaway camera neck and removable antennas make the K9-XR Camera compact and easy to transport via soft
carry or hard case.
About Tactical Electronics:
Tactical Electronics provides advanced technology and training solutions for military and law enforcement
agencies. Our extensive product line includes covert wireless camera systems and EOD equipment used by
special operations teams around the world. Our training division provides Counter IED training courses and IED
Training Aids for EOD technicians and tactical operators. All of our services are designed to prepare technicians
for what they might encounter behind a closed door, in a suspect package, or unsecured area. Tactical
Electronics designs, engineers, and manufacturers all of our products in house at our headquarters in Broken
Arrow, Oklahoma.
For more information on the Tactical Electronics K9-XR Camera please visit:
http://www.tacticalelectronics.com/corecameras/
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